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Research funding | Third-party funding

The research grant application process.
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Research funding | Third-party funding
From idea to funding ...

1. funding organisation?
   eligibility criteria?
   funding rules?
   deadlines?
   internal approvals!

2. negotiations (potential partners?)
   project description
   budget planning
   commitments? Lol?
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Research funding | Third-party funding
From idea to funding …

Allow for sufficient time!

→ preparation
→ writing
→ administrative process

Division of Planning, Statistics, Research Affairs

Dr. Jessica Mühlhaus

PhD & PostDoc-Day 2024 of the Faculty of Economics and Social Science (June 10, 2024)
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Career in research – Time is ticking!

→ Narrow time frame for certain funding lines

→ Experiences needed?

→ Review process might take 6 months or more

→ highly competitive: funding rates up to 20-30% (or less)

→ WissZeitVG

PhD & PostDoc-Day 2024 of the Faculty of Economics and Social Science (June 10, 2024)
We offer you:

✓ Information on funding organizations, calls for proposals and funding programs, search strategies

✓ Advice on applications, budget calculations and administrative checks

✓ If necessary, mediation of contacts to professorships or successful applicants

✓ declarations and documents (like employer declaration)

✗ NO content-related technical consultations or proofreading
Head of Section, research affairs, funding, reporting, cooperative agreements

Rico Janke + Project-Team
0331/977- 1692; rico.janke@uni-potsdam.de

EU research programs, international research cooperation, EU competence Network

Xavier Palomares, Adriana Wipperling-Klepke, Felix Lang
0331/977- 113191; euresearch@uni-potsdam.de

Applications and Services for External Funding and Internal research funding | Research Affairs - Early Career Researchers

Kerstin Schweigel
0331/977- 1529; kerstin.schweigel@uni-potsdam.de

Research support at the national level (BMBF and other federal institutions), support for funding applications

Jessica Mühlhaus
0331/977- 1009; jessica.muehlhaus@uni-potsdam.de

Federal Government’s Tenure Track Program for Supporting Young Researchers

Anja Stanciu
0331/977- 4027; anja.stanciu@uni-potsdam.de
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft - DFG

How the DFG Supports Research Careers
www.dfg.de/en/research_funding/research_careers/

Info Talks on DFG funding Opportunities:
https://www.dfg.de/en/research_funding/funding-opportunities/research-careers/info-talks#walter-benjamin

Contact at the D1 concerning DFG:
Kerstin Schweigel; 0331/977-1529; kerstin.schweigel@uni-potsdam.de
Interesting Links:

- Elfi: [https://www.elfi.info/e_index.php](https://www.elfi.info/e_index.php)

- Intranetseite:
  - [https://z-wiki.uni-potsdam.de/](https://z-wiki.uni-potsdam.de/)
  - [https://z-wiki.uni-potsdam.de/display/intranetTuP/Forschung+und+wissenschaftliche+Qualifizierung](https://z-wiki.uni-potsdam.de/display/intranetTuP/Forschung+und+wissenschaftliche+Qualifizierung)